The Ink Test

Flash
Test™
Test Currency in
three ways
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Locate the silver
sensor
With your middle
finger over the word
“STATES” on the BACK
of the bill, glide the
top front of the bill
over the sensor
where your fingertip
is. When the sensor
picks up the black ink,
a green flash will
appear in the white
area, telling you that
the bill is good!

The Watermark
Test
The watermark detector
uses a powerful LED to
reveal the presence or
absence of the
watermark that should
appear in all genuine
bills.
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The Security
Thread Test
Use the built in UV light
to easily detect security
threads

The Security Thread Test

The Ink Test

Use the UV light to locate
security stripes. A
convenient guide on the
front of the unit show you
the color and location for
each denomination $5
and higher.

US bills have special black ink on
the front concentrated on the
top as shown. Our unique sensor
picks up this ink!

The Watermark Test
Use the LED light to
locate watermarks.
These should mirror
the portrait in the
center of the bill.
(on the $5, the
numeral 5 appears,
not an image of
Lincoln)

Scan the QR Code
for a quick training
video!
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You’ve been given a
counterfeit…Now what?
Once you’ve determined that you’ve
received a counterfeit bill make sure to
turn in the bill to your local police
station or U.S. Secret Service field
agency

Penalties for
Counterfeiting U.S.
Currency

You can locate the closest reporting
agency by following the link below:
www.uscurrency.gov/report-counterfeit

Several of the provisions in the
federal counterfeiting law provide for a fine
of up to $250,000 and a prison sentence of
up to twenty years for the counterfeiting of
U.S. obligations and securities.
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